Aligning the disruptive potential of technology to enable and catalyze the New American University

UTO is a rapidly reconfigurable and entrepreneurial organization at ASU that prioritizes and executes to meet the needs of our community of learners, faculty, researchers and staff. Our work emphasizes autonomy, flexibility and distributed decision-making to leverage the strengths of individuals. Together, we embrace a culture that nurtures, engages and embraces diverse voices with a shared lens of positive community impact and expanded opportunities for collaboration.

Catch the spark. Benefits of being a part of our family:

**MISSION-ORIENTED**
Everything we do is to advance ASU’s charter -- measuring who we include and how they succeed. We are staunch champions of learner success and put people first.

**FLEXIBLE**
Our hybrid work environment prioritizes personal autonomy & trust around how work gets done. Staff touch base in person a few times per week with freedom to decide how, when and where.

**CULTURE FORWARD**
We embrace a Positive Core culture: Belonging, Relational, Authentic, Visionary and Empowered. The UTO fabric weaves together diversity, equity and inclusion applied in our daily work and interactions.

**SCALE OF IMPACT**
Our work changes the world. With 180k+ learners, faculty, researchers and staff, working with UTO means you have the capacity to improve many lives and entire communities.

**WORLD-CLASS, LOW-COST EDUCATION**
Our professional development is built in! UTO encourages staff to seek additional certificates and degrees via ASU’s top ranked programs with major tuition breaks.

**EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRY GIANTS**
UTO partners with Amazon, Apple, Cox, Verizon, Alteryx and a diversity of technology companies to enhance our innovations and deepen their impact.

Have questions? Learn more at uto.asu.edu or contact uto@asu.edu.